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About This Game

 Perform fitness

The most authentic fitness simulation puts you in the shoes of a rookie who wants to fight his way up the fitness olymp. Perform
fitness, get sponsored and become the fittest person in the universe. With real exercise fottage and real challenge.

How would it feel to be a professional fitness performer? Glory on the victorious and shame on the loser. Risking it all for the
best performance. See for yourself how to get real in this authentic fitness simulator.

 Do you have what it takes to master fitness?

features

 hip hop soundtrack
 different challenging exercises
 Get money for fitness items
 live action fitness footage
 get injured performing fitness
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They keep making them, I keep playing them.
Pick it up its a good time. Game was fun, mechanics were fun, past tense cause it caused me nausea. I'm hoping they fix that so
I can play again.

Also be nice if it would snap you in place when you get close to the menu of or move them based on your perpective. Its
annoying trying to read from behind or odd angles.. This is how I wanted Rock Band vr to be. Gud Game! Play the tutorial.. Oh
holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I HAVE MADE A TERRIBLE MISTAKE.. Still no bikes
in dealership ?

P.S. Now it's OK.. it's a great game everyone should get it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. A very creative new way of playing brick
breaker. Definitely worth picking up.. Can't get into a game... The Lobby keeps on closeing... It freezes up (not in game of
course).... Can't play the story line, it just sits there and thinks.... Tried changeing the video settings, it just freezes up when I
click on a diffrent setting... Spent an hour rebooting and makeing sure my files are legit... Got knowhere... Was really excited to
get this.. Really sad I can't play... :-( BTW, I spent $100.00 and it won't work.... This is the most intuitive modular animation
software I have worked with so far. Spriter has tons of potential, so allow me to suggest two propositions that would make it
better. First, the current version really needs to work on organizing assets. Second, it would definitely help if the tools for
aligning and anchoring objects, such as feet, are more obvious and intuitive.
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This is the most inventive engineering game I've played. While the concept isn't entirely new, with plenty of similar bridge-
building games already available, this is the first I've seen a different take on it, and it really works. The art style is lovely and
when you come out of building mode you can view your structure in 3D, which is very unique. Simple yet fun!. It may not have
the flare of a Math Blasters or other math games, but it gets to the core of what those games are about: Math. It has simple
intuitive design and keeps score! Best of all, this game was designed by a 7 year old girl. I think she will have a bright future
both in mathematics and programming. I hope if she gets support for this that maybe in the future we could see new modes.
Perhaps subtraction mode is next?. cool indie game. Pls....this game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665....and really
repeative......and......makes little to no sense......whatsoever.......I want my 8 bucks back. I genuinely love this game! It somehow
manages to combine RPG, monster collection, stratagy, crafting and farming into one neat package. True, some of the graphics
are a little rough, but I think this is a game that values story and gameplay over pretty graphics.

A brilliant example of what you can do in RPG maker!. Awesome software. It's ok ish I suppose, worth \u00a35-\u00a38 tops
maybe, not worth anything like the asking price, just a bit naff really. Outlast it is not.
So negative review is only because of price, it's just simply not worth the money imho ymmd.. This little piece of software is
well worth the 3 usd pricetag.

Intuitive desktop controls for lazy navigation. Media controls, that turn your controller into a remote for your videoplayer, and
music player, ands easy netflix and hulu navigation, all for the low low price of 3 dollars.

But, the real justification for the price is the controller profiles for games that are a ♥♥♥♥♥ to setup controls for your x360 or
xbone controller.

Give it a go, you can't go wrong for 3 bucks.
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